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Food Service committee
to study dining hall system
By Damon Beck
Muaglai Editor
With complaints about the new food
service system running high, the
administration has set up a committee to
study the system and make
recommendations to the office of the
vice president of operations
The Food Service Evaluation
Committee will attempt to develop ways
to improve the system including:
-reducing the coupon book sale requirement from the present level of $160 per
quarter:
-experimenting with a cash system in
lieu of coupon book sales;
-comparing prices on and off campus;
-studying ways to improve food quality
including a better method to keep food
hot;
-finding alternative ways of reducing
lines including the use of the scramble
system with an area for each food item;
-examining dining hall environment
improvements including busing service;
-offering additional services such as use
of the dining hall as a study facility and
night-time coffee service.

Itching, watering «ye«? Stuffy sinuses? Congestion in the upper
tract? Dry, scratchy throat? Half the bottle it admitting the problem.
And wo'vo don* that. Pollution. Now we're trying to fight it.
Recycling newspaper into usable material i> one plan of attack, and
the BO Now»' "Save the New*" campaign aims ot hitting the
enemy where it hurts. We're asking you to save your old newspapers and bring them to the collection site behind Moseley Hall on
Dec. 11. So, for fast, faST, FAST relief, Save the News.

"WE DONT NEED to totally throw
out the present system, but improvements can be made," said J. Claude
Scheuerman. vice president of operations.
Scheuerman said if feasible, the minimum of $160 worth of coupons each
student has to buy every quarter could
possibly be reduced before next quarter.
Although the University has what A.
Inghram Milliron. director of Auxiliary
Services calls "by far the lowest board
rates in the state." Scheuerman said the
$160 minimum could be reduced if
enough off-campus students would buy
coupons and eat in the dining halls
Coupons valued at $16,000 were sold to

independent study pian
offers creative elective
By Barb Brecker
If you're one of those students who
has always had a desire to write a book,
make a film, finish the unfinished
symphony or do just about anything else.
the Independent Studies Program may
give you that opportunity.
The program, which grew out of the
old honors program, gained final
approval from Academic Council last
Wednesday
Although it has been in
operation for 18 months, the Independent
Studies Program was running on a
"quarter to quarter" basis, according to
Dr. Trevor Phillips, director of the
Office of Experimental Studies.

STUDENTS are encouraged to become
involved in a quarter's project up to the
maximum 16 hours, so they can pursue
their study off-campus, out-of-state or
abroad. It is not necessary, however, for
students to go somewhere else to complete their study
In the past, students have gone to
Mexico. Canada. England. Germany.
Ceylon. India and virtually all parts of
the United States to work on their projects.
Dr Phillips said a stipend may be
made available to a student for his project. The actual size of the stipend is
dependent upon budgetary contingencies.
"Ideally, although the project need not
THE INDEPENDENT Studies be finalized by the registration period, it
Program is open to any student beyond should be before the end of the quarter
the freshman level Interest is the only prior to the one in which the student
other requirement. According to Dr. wishes to work on his project,"
Phillips, there are "limitless suggested Dr Phillips
alternatives" for a student enrolling in
"I see it as my purpose to frustrate the
the program, which is set up to provide students I want them to be aware of the
"a personally meaningful option for the tremendous possibilities available to
encouragement of innovative and them." he said
rewarding use of elective hours."
DR. PHILLIPS added that he was
A student enrolled in the program happy to see increased creativity in
designs his own course of study and pur- other departments He cited the experisues it under the direction of a faculty mental courses offered by the philosophy
member who supports the project. The department winter quarter as an
faculty member acts in an advisory role example He said he thinks the Experiduring the course of the student's pro- mental Studies Program may have
ject
encouraged other departments to be
Dr. Phillips said he encourages both more creative
the student and the faculty member "to
Students interested in taking an
realize what he is getting into." He Independent Study course should contact
explained that students should choose a Dr Phillips at the Office of Experifaculty member "who will interfere as mental Studies. 540 Education Building.
much as you want him to. and give you as
There are S3 students involved in
much freedom as you want."
Independent Studies this quarter. Some
The minimum number of hours for a of the projects include "Practical
project is three. The maximum number Experience: Producing a Market Film,"
during a student's three years of eligibil- "Living/Learning Experience la
ity for the program is 16 hours. Experi- Kibbutz-Israel," "Dance Study-West
mental Studies seminars are not Side Story." "Evaluation of ROTC Comincluded in the 16 hour maximum.
patibility with Goals of University" and
Hours earned in the Independent
"Analysis of American Electoral
Studies Program are guaranteed only as
College."
free electives If a student wishes to subOne student is presently serving a tenstitute the hours for group or other
week internship on Consumer Reports, a
requirements, he must get the approval, New York magazine. Another student in
of the chairman of the appropriate
the Independent Studies Program is
department.
working in the Washington office of Ohio

Senator Robert Taft.
Dr. Phillips recommends that students
interested in serving an internship in a
federal agency write their Congressman
for information. IV added that, in the
future, he hopes to advertise about
internship opportunities.
A Democratic Congressman is now
interested in a student intern according
to Dr. Phillips. The only requirement is
that the student live in the 14th district.
Anyone interested in this opportunity
should contact Dr. Phillips.

faculty, staff and off-campus students
this quarter
SCHEUERMAN SAID he would like to
reduce the minimum sales to $80 or less
per quarter but it may "take a period of
time to phase the price level down."
"The ultimate goal would be a freemarket cash system." he said.
Scheuerman also said it may be possible to give students credit toward the
purchase of next quarter's coupons for
their unused coupons this quarter.
After the Food Services' operating
expenses for October are analyzed, the
University should be able to determine if
the dollar rate of coupons used would be

enough to operate the facilities in the
future, he said.
Fredrick Johnson, sophomore (B.A.I,
a member of the evaluation committee,
said if the dining halls would cater to the
students' individual needs by lowering
the minimum coupon requirement, the
halls could absorb the business of the
Union and other food establishments
Johnson said a tentative survey is
planned to gauge student reaction to the
meal coupon system
"I WOULD LIKE to see four or five
different prototypes of food service
systems instituted in different dining
halls so we could test and find the fairest

system for this campus." Johnson said
A representative from private industry
experienced in large-scale dining
management will meet with the
committee, according to Scheuerman.
The committee is composed of six oncampus students (three men and three
women), two representatives from the
Food Services Department, one hall
director and one representative each
from the office of the vice president of
operations, the home economics department and the dean of students
The committee will meet next week,
elect a chairman and develop a plan of
study.

Unionization debated

AAUP defers decision
By Gale Bogle
Entertainment Editor
The local chapter of the American
Association of University Professors
(AAUPl last night took no formal action
on the resolution passed by the state
organization urging collective
bargaining for professors.
However. Maurice Mandell. president
of the local AAUP. said that from
discussion. both by a panel and from the
floor, the group does favor some type of
action on the issue of unionization.
The issue will be taken to the executive
committee of AAUP so they can decide
whether to invite representatives to
campus from agencies which might be
interested in organizing professors, he
said
"THE MAJOR PROBLEM is how to
get the maximum amount of money for
the broad
spectrum of higher
education," said Dr Darl Schurr,
associate professor of biology.
Dr. Schurr said he thinks university
presidents in the state are eager to
promote higher education and would give
more money if they had it to give.
According to Dr. Schurr, this will not
happen until the state legislature taps
the vast resources of the state.
"I hope to see a more equitable income
tax, which he said would pass the current
session of the legislature.
"I WOULD LIKE to see a system
where we can go into and out of
collective bargaining with ease when it is
in our own best interest," Dr. Schurr
said.
Internal and external situations
affecting the University raise the
question of whether or not some type of
collective bargaining is what is needed at

Bowling Green, according to Paul Haas,
assistant professor of economics.
"We're concerned as a faculty in a
very selfish point of view. It's important
to realize it is a selfish point of view," he
said
With the increase in doctorates, there
"are more and more of us fighting for a
smaller share of the economic pie," he
said.
HARRY LASHER, assistant professor
of marketing, said that generally faculty
have been able to snub the public.
Faculty has been allowed to govern
themselves, has had tenure and has
never been subject to real evaluation.
"Collectism runs contrary to
individualism and to professionalism. It
can't satisfy higher order needs,"

Lasher said.

Local issues might be subordinated to
national issues of the union and the
efforts to influence the government
through union action might result in
more control, he said
"THERE ARE MANY questions
individuals will have to answer to their
own satisfaction before taking a
position." said Charles Mott, associate
professor of quantitative analysis and
control.
Mott said before the issue came up he
had no real opinion on collective
bargaining.
"1 am not convinced that a union is
necessary at this point. I could be
persuaded, but I'm not now convinced,"
he said.

Student claims denial
of access to records
A complaint from a student who
claims he was denied access to his files
in the College of Education has been filed
with Mike Sprague, Student Body vice
president of rules and regulations.
As a result. Sprague said he has
written a formal memo to Douglas
Weigle, Arbitration Board chairman,
asking for an advisory opinion on the
department's handling of student
records.
According to Sprague, "After the complaint we sent somebody over there to
see if he could get into his files. It turns
out that first he had to make an appointment with an adviser, who then read the

material from his file to him."
The vice president explained he thinks
the college's activities may be in violation of the student code, which guarantees "personal access" to academic
records.
"What I'm seeking from the arbitration board is its opinion on this issue,"
Sprague explained."I'd really like a
definition of personal access."
He said Weigle is meeting with Dr.
David Elsass. associate dean of the
College of Education, in an attempt to
determine the college's views on the
issue.
Sprague claims the College of Business
Administration and the College of Arts
and Sciences allow students free access
and handling of their files.
No one was available in the College of
Education yesterday to give an official
department statement.

Hearings
on ROTC
commence

Crystal City

Crystal City members held a "tribal council meeting" last night in 105 Honna
Half. The group discussed f he reorganization of The Crystal City News.

The first session of the ROTC
bearings, resulting from the disruption
of last spring's ROTC review, was held
yesterday in the Taft Room of the Union.
According to Dr. Milton Wilson, professor of business law and chairman of
the hearings, the closed sessions should
last at least three weeks. Because of
class conflicts among the members
attending the sessions, hearings have
been scheduled only on Wednesdays.
Dr. Wilson said there are
approximately 19 witnesses scheduled to
appear before the hearing, all of whom
issued written statements to the
committee before Oct. SI.
Witnesses included in yesterday's
session were Dr. George Rendina,
associate professor of chemistry. Dr.
Olin Smith, resident professor of
psychology. Dr. William Reichert, professor of political science, and David
Dalton. junior (B.A.I

■ 2/THe M News, Thursday, Nov.mb.. 4. 1971

eDneRiaLS
bikes 'n dogs
One of the greatest crimes against society is to have an
unregistered bicycle.
Or so it seems to the city police department.
Don't worry about auto thefts; don't worry about vandalism;
don't worry about any of the other crimes that plague a small
city.
Just crack down on bicycle owners.
Another of the greatest crimes against society is to let a dog
run loose on campus
Or so it seems to the Administration.
Don't worry about the kind of education it hands to its students;
don't worry about the increasing costs of obtaining that
education; don't worry about the problems facing both faculty
and students.
Just crack down on dog owners.
Isn't it wonderful to know that the only things worth worrying
about today are unregistered bicycles and dogs?

attendance rule
The new attendance policy outlined in the BGSU Student Guide
is adequate in the sense that all underclassmen are allowed
unlimited cuts and the routine of obtaining authorized absences
has been abolished.
However, under the new policy, instructors still have the option
to set up their tidy attendance rules that obligate the student to
attend a certain number of classes.
These instructors who place rigid rules on the student because
they want a big turnout or because they believe their threats are
for the student's own good, should realize the days of academic
gestapos are over.
It is the student who is paying for his education and he deserves
the right to refrain from going to class at his discretion, without
being threatened or mommied into attending.
Instructors who impose attendance regulations on students
could save themselves a lot of bookwork and time if they realized
that students get out of a class the same amount they put into it.
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edia content comments
redistributed according to sex quotas.
This article is intended to offend I propose the students of BG raise a
Query: Would our liberated women
Since there are 51 per cent women in
everyone. I feel this is just in keeping collection to send this bird to either prefer Mr to Miss, Mrs or Ms? I feel
America and they control the lions share
cheated, they get a choice of three. I'm
with the typical garbage found in most Israel or Africa, his choice, to let him
of the money, I'm sure they won't mind
media. I hope to provide people with an experience persecution or prejudice for stuck with Mr.--let's have some equality!
giving me some of my money regardless
incentive to go out and provide the media himself.
I'll marry any woman who will swear
of my qualifications for it.
with mpre sensational and senseless acts
Conclusion: ?
concerning such important things as this QUERY: WHY DOES the B.S.U., that I get the favorable decision when we
unlike most organizations, say "all are divorced.
and that.
Craig R Piette
I aiso demand (since that is neat) that
Query: Does there seem to be a bit of members invited'. Are they being
Greenview Apts.
the money in the country be
hypocrisy in our government and its discriminatory? For Shame!
policies?
Decide for yourself. On a recent issue,
which will remain nameless, (the U.N.)
our government repeatedly stated there
would be no reprisals against countries
voting for the expulsion of Taiwan.
Why doesn't someone ask Ireland if
they still expect the extension of
international air flights to that country''
Ask Cyprus if they still expect support,
military or otherwise, in their struggle
against the Greeks, a military
dictatorship which has apparently been
recognized by Spin>
OTHER STATEMENTS MADE by key
U.S. officials early Tuesday said in no
way will U.S. support of the U.N. be
affected by the China vote. By Thursday
Congress was enacting legislation to
limit funds to the U.N. and the possibility
of the defeat of the foreign aid bill was
indeed a reality.
Your friend and mine, the people's
choice. Spiro T. Agnew, has stated that it
is better to be in the other guys huddle
i=7IH«.HWc*j!
than not be in the ballgame at all! I ask
you. how the hell would he know about
being in the ballgame. he's only been in 'NOW, LET ME MAKE THIS PERFECTLY CLEAR—WHEN I HINTED OF CUTS IN U.N. SUPPORT AND
FOREIGN AID, I DIDN'T MEAN . .
left field in everything
William K. Buckley Jr. says that the
U.S. should "cajole" nations into
supporting U.S. policy in the U.N. Other
influential government officials say the
U.S. should use its economic power in
forcing nations to vote U.S. in the U.N.
This is democracy in action'' The U.N.
in Moscow? The U.N. in Peking? Who is
Barry Goldwate:?
QUERY: Is it any more right to
exclude Taiwan from the U.N. than il
was toexclude Mainland China?Fourleen'
million people in that country, as many
as there are in over SO of the
representative nations in the UN., and
now these people arc about as lost as
Spiro.
Is this right? Isn't it time that the U.S.
really look in the mirror? When
representatives shout with glee and even
dance with obvious pleasure at giving
It is almost totally unbelievable to me
something to end war. and we can start orange cause 65 per cent of the women
Uncle Sam the shaft, it's time for a close to imagine that a group of human beings by removing ROTC from this campus.
who are contaminated with it to have
self-appraisal.
would sit around calmly discussing the
Are we human beings who can think deformed children.
Query: Is Russell Veh for real? That merits and the dismerits of an rationally and are capable of love or are
PLEASE lets take a step toward
poor fool might just as well hang it up. organization while half way across the we barbarians, demented animals ending all this today, tomorrow may be
Sure, it is great to hear a varied opinion globe that organization is taking part in incapable of love towards our fellow too late. REMOVE ROTC from this
but conic on. This character is just about the wholesale slaughter of people
place of higher education and let us
beings''
as far removed from realitv as one can
The Reserve Officers Training Corps
We can no longer allow ROTC to take continue our search for peace!!
(jet
teaches not only the methods of that
part in the massacre of other people or
Timothy M Perpel
slaughter but such things as discipline
through technical means such as agent
427'iN.Main
which is also a tool of war. They are
guilty, according to the laws of this
country, of conspiracy. But yet this
University harbors them.
They commit crimes that are almost
Elliot L. Richardson, secretary of
beyond imagination Their weapons
health, education and welfare:
cause injuries and pain that would make
a medieval torturer cringe.
"Medical care In our nation has
Men and women and children are
suffered from less compassion and less butchered by fighters with napalm,
I had the good fortune to recently plenty to say about students and
understanding because of our failure to
bombs from B'.52s and a few foot soldiers
education
open the doors and encourage women
with guns that were made for the sole spend a day with Willie "The Actor"
"THE STUDENT REVOLUTION?
physicians."
purpose of murdering a fellow human Sutton. an infamous bank robber left
There's adequate cause for young people
over
from
the
30s
who
had
the
bad
being. How would we feel if someone
fortune of stealing others' fortunes and to be doing what they're doing. But
killed our wives, husbands, or kids'"
getting caught Thirty-seven years instead of leaving the universities, they
should be trying to change the school
WOULD WE say oh well, that's war worth.
Called "The Actor" for his many system, which is very detrimental.
then forget it. or would we find it
Teachers' ideas are very old and they're
difficult to continue life without our loved disquises that got him in and out of only interested in the pay check. Years
prison.
Willie,
aging
in
at
70.
is
now
on
ones and even more difficult to love
parole and spends his time exploiting his ago." Willie said, possibily reminiscing
someone again for fear that some air
appeal
to former Gangbusters listeners about his own bank-busting career,
force ROTC officer in a high flying,
HONE\J,
by doing publicity for various banks "people took pride in their work."
impersonal B-52 will slay them and we
Willie feels that students should band
would finally break and commit suicide around the country.
But more than his profitable career in together and decide themsleves what
out of total hopelessness.
should be taught in their schools "Older
PLEASE I beg you to stand up and take banking. I was interested in Willie's
views on today's young people. Paving people feel that students should be seen
action. The time has come for us to do
been released from prison only a year and not heard-but who's responsible for
and a half ago. Willie is young in the these terrible conditions in the world
sense that his life is just beginning, and today? The older people. Now it's up to
old in the sense that he now values sense young people to change these injustices.
The older people didn't give us the world
and not cents.
Poll. Friendenberg. Kozol-slep aside we want to live in."
And Willie talked about his own newlyThis Brooklyn-born bank robber,
suddenly turned educational critic, has discovered "youth." "What do 1 want to
be when I grow up? The plans I make are
for the here and the now. I once wanted
I am happy to see that apparently
to get into law." said the man who
there will be no "re-evaluation" as a
instead went outside of it. "Now I would
let's hear from you
result of what seems to have been a
like to contribute to solving the serious
series of low-level tremors
The BG News welcomes all
problems we have. But." said the bank
accompanying the radio appearance of
letters to the editor and opinion
robber who stole millions, "everybody
Russell R. Veh.
columns. Letters may comment
today is so busy making money "
I do not like what I understand of Mr.
on any other letter, column or
Veh's views-as far as I can tell, he
editorial. We ask. however, that
espouses racist and fascist attitudes,
guest columns not be written in
both of which are repugnant to me.
direct response to any other
published editorial item.
I AM GLAD nevertheless, that there
Letters should be a maximum
seem to be no plans afoot to "back off"
of 300 words, typewritten. We
with respect to the University
ask that columns be no more than
appearances of "extremist" speakers.
four typed pages triple-spaced.
The local chapter of "Dogs on
I agree that it is necessary and
The News maintains the right
Campus" recently passed an addition to
desirable to encourage the airing of any
to edit all submissions that
Ordinance 21. section 3a staling that
and all views-such exposure is a vital
exceed these limits, with respect
"any law enforcementt ? ( official
part of any real education.
to the laws of libel and proper
attempting to restrict our natural
Regarding the value of social abrasion
taste.
freedom to roam will be subject to
in general, by the way. I recommend
Letter* and columns should
multiple teeth wounds upon the body."
Richard Sennett's book "The Uses of
include the author's address and
This addition will be put into effect
Disorder "-a sociological proposal of
phone number, and may be
immediately.
considerable merit.
mailed to the Editor, co BG
News, 10* University Hall.
Chairman
William Gourd
Fido
Speech Depi.
328 Clough Street
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Election draws heavy voting

Democrats control city council
By Harold Brown
Asst. Managing Editor

Browning by 1.100 votes in
1969 and defeated Democrat
Joseph Corral bv 532 votes
Tuesday

The
most
interesting
aspect
of
Tuesday's city
•lections was the strength
shown
by
Democratic

ABC's Bill Lawrence

ABC newsman speaks
on U.N. China decision
By Gait Bogle
Entertainment Editor
President Nixon's trip to the
People's Republic of China
will be made
easier and
more effective" because of
the vote to admit Pelting to
the I'nited Nations and expel
Nationalist China, according
to Bill Lawrence, director of
public affairs for ABC News
"I don't share Mr. Nixon's
anger about the outcome of
this vote.'' Lawrence said
yesterday in Toledo
Nixon wanted a
"nevernever land'' where he could
still maintain a relationship
with Chiang Kai-Shek on
Taiwan and negotiate with
Mao Tse-Tung and Chou Enlai on the mainland. Lawrence
said
"IT'S A good idea to make
the trip and this is the way we
should have approached it.
There has been a duplicity in
our stand on China for 14
years.'' he said.
According
to
Lawrence,
there
can't
be
two
governments in one country.

smaller count ries that voted
against him in the U.N. are
part of the reason for the
Senate's defeat of the foreign
aid
bill.
Lawrence
said
"The administration had
built up sentiment against
foreign aid and didn't rcaltM
someone might take thorn
seriously, he said
Lawrence said he thought
Nixon would get some money
for foreign aid because there
situation.
Nixon has been a leader in are certain programs that
the 'we-lost-China' debate, cannot be stopped, such as aid
but we didn't have China to to Israel or to Pakistani
lose. Chiang lost China." he refugees.
said.
The two-China vote in the
"Foreign
aid
has
just
unpopular
The
UN. lost because it was become
people
have
•over-lobbied."
The
little American
countries decided to follow become sick and tired of it,"
the U.S. lead and make the he said
Except for one senator in
change complete. Lawrence
New York and one in New
said
Jersey, where foreign aid is
ACCORDING
TO supported, no other Senator
Lawrence.
Chiang
will could be defeated at the polls
because he voted against the
probably "fade away" now
Whenever relations have been foreign aid bill. Lawrence
established between Peking said
and another country such as
Canada. Chiang usually walks
out. he said
Nixon's denunciations of

and both Chiang and Mao
agree that China should be
united under one government,
with each man demanding his
organization
be
the
government
Chiang has been maintained
by U.S. financial and military
aid for many years, but
Lawrence said he didn't see
how the regime could still be
maintained with the present
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Uncluttered
Cban-Cut
Class^ Rings

Unbelievable Colego class rings that
are jewelry' Rings so
stylish, you'd wear one
for the sheer ornamentation of it It's our antidote
to Establishment rings.
On our man's ring, you
have your choice ol
degree symbol or fraternity letters And the
women's rings aro feminine. Just for women. Not
scaled-down versions of the
man's model. Come see them
obligation.

candidates for city council,
•specially
in
traditionally
Republican areas of the city.
Dr
Charles
Barrel).
University
professor
of
political science, made his
best
showing
in
five
campaigns for councilman-atlarge as he finished a strong
second in a four-man race for
the three-at-large seats
Dr
Barrell
was
unsuccessful
in
his
first
attempt to win a council seat
in 1963 when he fell 20 votes
short In 1965 he was second
in
the
balloting
for
councilman-at-large.
behind
Republican Russell Cross Jr..
who won his third consecutive
term as president of council
Tuesday
Dr. Barrell was elected'to
his second at-large term in
1967 by a slim six-votemargin

Cross won in all precincts in
1969, but carried only 16 of 19
precincts Tuesday
Corral
was within 20 votes of Cross in
three other precincts.
TWO OF THE precincts
won by Corral were in the first
ward which has a slight
Democratic leaning and one
precinct was in the fourth
ward which is predominately
Republican
In the race for mayor,
which was contested for the
first
time
since
1963.
Republican Charles Bartlelt
was elected by a 567-vote
margin over James R
Gordon, an independent, and a
1.200-vote
margin
over
Independent Ross F. MuirSr
Gordon,
who
had
the
endorsement
of
the
Democrats,
ran
close to
Bartletl in the first and
second
wards
but
lost
considerable ground in Ihe
third and fourth wards

In the first ward. Bartletl

had a 23-vole advantage over
Gordon
and
in
the
predominately
Democratic
second ward. Bartlett held a
26-vote advantage
The third and fourth wards
are traditionally Republican
but elected Democrats to city
council. Bartlett will have to
work with a council composed
of five Democrats and two
Republicans.
This is the first time in

Election
Analysis
history that Democrats have
controlled council
THE RACE for council in
the first ward was close until
precinct
1C
reported
Democrat Alvin Perkins built
a slight lead in the two other
precincts of the ward and won
by 60 votes on the strength of a
91-47 margin in 1C over
Republican opponent William
I'mvin

Precinct
1C
is
a
predominately
Democratic
ward.
In the fourth ward council
race. Democrat Dr. Thomas
Anderson
won over
his
Republican opponent. Alton C.
Smith by three votes
The
fourth ward is Bartlett s home
ward
Dr
David
Elsass. a
Democrat and dean of the
College
of
Education,
continued to gain strength in
the second ward as he won his
fourth consecutive term on
council by 426 votes
Dr. Elsass was first elected
to council by a margin of 59
voles in 1965. was re-elected in
1967 by a margin of 100 votes
and won his third term in 1969
by 202 votes
DEMOCRAT
BRUCE
Bellard. associate professor
of
health
and
physical
education, won the third ward
council
seat.
Election
officials cannot recall the last
time
a
Democratic
councilman represented the
third ward.

and was re-elected in 1969
with a comfortable 400 vote

FALCON
SQUARE

margin
TUESDAY. DR.
Barrell
made his strongest showing as
he finished only 73 votes
behind
top
Republican
councilman-at-large
votegetter . Thomas Can roll

FREE RENT

Dr.
Edwin C.
Bomeli,
chairman of the department
of quantitative analysis and
control, downed third ward
councilman Lloyd Shelton by
32 votes to maintain his atlarge seat on council.
Shelton has served Ihe past
two terms as third ward
councilman
Cross's margin of victory in
the race for president of
council was the slimmest of
his three campaigns for that
office
He ran unopposed in 1967,
defeated
Democrat
Mel

'LOCATION

4 BLKS. FROM CAMPUS'

1 & 2 BEDROOM APARTMENTS
FREE HEATING
PRIVATE PARKING
SELF-CLEANING & 0EFR0STING APPLIANCES
INTERCOM & DOUBLE SECURITY LOCK SYSTEM
AT THE PRESENT TIME WE HAVE 13
UNITS AVAILABLE FOR LEASING. SECURE
YOUR APT. & ONE MONTHS FREE RENT NOW
STARTING DEC. 1
CALL STEVE MESSINA - 352 5334

WHAT DOES THE FUTURE HOLD?'
ANRE K0LE KNOWS!

Banana Oil
and
Peanut Butter
are
not

SOMETHING
DIFFERENT

The Brothers Of
Pi Kappa Alpha
Congratulate
their new actives
Mike Valentini

Mark Huemme

Randy Kessler

Scott Morgan

Roland Gabriel

Jim Carey

Larry Goldstein

Marty Murphy

Bill Weber

U.A.O. PRESENTS THE

SIDE DOOR
FEATURING

Ifetti'a

j

Alpine Village
featuring: (WED. THRU SAT.)
.

, ,.

. ,

Alpine Strip Steak (bone in)
and your choice — bottle
of champagne or Cold Duck

ptr co.pl. (Hi & Up not mcl I

Private F.rly Room* Available

^
51 *->>U
^Y.T)

BUD & GENE
FRIDAY AND SATURDAY
NOV. 4, 5 — 8:30 TO 11:30
COST IS ONLY 25c

^**

If Bud is your favorite beer...

SAVE $7! MEN'S
HARNESS BOOTS
BY ALLAN TEMPLE

20.97

Stop in and see our wedding bands, too

Regularly $28. The new look
at the price you didn't expect
co pay! Plenty of swagger in
brass buckles and studs, the
new "snoot" toe, leather lining and sole.

Sot.

36
</2 PRICE COLOR PRINTS?
SAVE ON SLIDES-MOVIES-I IW PRINTS, TOO
This loo pnee Maes you up to 50% o>er usual "drug store'' prices,
rushes high quality color prints back to your door in just a tew days Try
the Mm service used on many mid-west and southern campuses
SO EASY, SO CONVENIENT
fust use youi own envelope and the coupon
below fill in name and addresv write name on toll or cartridge, enclose
coupon and remittance Or. use the coupon to get film mailers and discount coupons order Mm and flashes at low prices
a better deal than
"tree film Savings and processing quality guaranteed.

YOUR ORDER MUST INCLUDE THIS COUPON-

why not
make it your
regular beer?
Don't you deserve it? After all...
In brewing Bud, our choice is
to go all the way. We hope beer
matters enough to you that you
too will go all the way.
All the time.

Md'KY
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c** as

Budweiser.
YOU'VE SAD nALL!

MMlUStl) MSCH. INC • SI LOUIS

Bellard's final margin of
victory was 220 votes over
Republican
Fred
I'ansen.
associate director of alumni
affairs.
In the only other contested
race in the city. Democrat
Jane Coller Delarber won the
city
auditor
post.
She
defeated Republican Austin
Sweeney by 300 votes.
Sweeney is currently first
ward councilman
Ms Delarber served as city
auditor in the early 1950's.
The Wood County Board of
Elections reported that voting
in the county was heavy for an
off-year election
Of the
34.000 registered voters in
Wood
County
27.000 cast
ballots Tuesday.
Officials speculated that the
large turnout was due to the
number of emergency tax
levies for school operation
that were on the ballot
Bowling Green city schools
will remain open, but four
other districts in the county
will close within the next
month because emergency
levies failed to pass

LASALLE*S
OPEN TONIGHT 7-10 P.M.
ENTIRE MEN'S STOCK AT
20% OFF. TONIGHT ONLY "

.4t/Tr»tX}r*ews. Thursday. November 4 1971

I ;,<-*2»j

HURT plans clean-up drive
The goal of the committee is
to "help the environment."
said Ms Kenneth Shimberg. a
corporation trustee
Students are asked to bring
old papers, magazines, cans.

Help Us Recycle Trash
(HURT),
a
non-profit
corporation, is sponsoring its
third
clean-up-theeavironment drive Saturday.
Nov. 6.

paperback books, clean glass
and bottles between 9:30 a.m.
and 12 30 p.m. to either of two
pick-up areas All materials
should be tied with string or
put into shopping hags or

boxes
Two U-haul trucks will be
stationed at parking lot no. 7
near Offaphauer Towers and
at Harshman Quadrangle near
Wooster Street.

EIGHT MEMBERS of the

WHAT DOES THE FUTURE HOLD?'
AN RE KOLE KNOWS!

Alpha Phi Omega service
fraternity, headed by Tim
Keren, vice president and coordinator of service activities,
will be at the pick-up stations

Are uou.sohu.naru
{.hat acu.U
jfuCck. eat
eat. anutWrS
anc
ou not uoajp kar\4feor\!«

YOU HAVE ENJOYED
YOUR FAVORITE
BEVERAGE AT THE

"\

"GATE"
Now try our Fine
MEALS
EVERY SUNDAY WE HAVE
4 Specials, Complete
Meals for $1.95
PLUS A REG MENU AT
REASONABLE RATES DAILY

NORTHGATE
RESTAURANT

to help unload student cars,
sort material and hand out
leaflets.
Materials collected will be
sent to various cities to be
recycled and used again.
Many of the paper products
recycled are made into
detergent,
toothpaste and
other packaging boxes.
KURT, headed by Ms.
Kenneth Shimberg, Ms.
Walter McKeever and Ms.
Harold Johnson, plan to have
discarded articles collected
from 500 households Each
dorm room is considered a
household.
In the future, the group
plans to compile a telephone
directory listing all
government agencies and
volunteer social service and
educational groups concerned
with the physical, mental and
social environment of Wood
County.
The directory will serve as a
clearing house for types of
services and activities
available and how they can be
obtained. If enough persons
are interested, the directory
will be published.

(
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DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE
Copt.'71 Gee'l Feeieres Corf,

SUNDAY-OPENING'TIL 3 P.M.

ADULTS $1.00

ACROSS
l evaluated.
7 Rnor.

MIHUMMI

NOW Evi 7 20 9 10 SAT, SUN 2. 3:40, 5 2b. 7 20, 9 30

CLINT EASTWOOD

Goto RRGLlftl'S-PortKe
Bestin-Pine&o^.

iooq5.namor35Ql5'?/

U
16
17
IS
19
11
II
14
15
14
II
19
30
31
33
34
35
37

IN-CAR HEATERS
AVAILABLE
(optional)

Friday, Saturday, Sunday
at 7:30

40
41
43
44
45

elyle.
1 ,L. a linn
Where Mobile It,
Solve.
Road luriarini.
Made tranquil.
Bit bird.
Way oat.
Opening.,
Storage battery
plate.
Stage aeenery.
Thoie holdlni
office.
Railroad liinil
flare.
Remove, from
auihority.
Sharpen..
Man of the
Ba.il.
Tum al bowling.
American
vmltorea.
Blurt, out.
Little bit.
Rhone tributary.
Seance .oundi.
George __,

back.

"PLAY MISTY FOR ME"
...an Imitation to terror...
JESSICA WALTER DONNA MILLS
n

""' '"' I

THE DA:
He would stop
at nothing
to become
senator!

li

2o

CENTURYFOX

49 Type o! table.
51 Nnaalivn.
SI Italian ice
cream.
S4 Popular.
comedian:
I wordi.
56 Mexican
apparel.
S7 Orator.
SS Tom placea.
S9 Fini.her..
^»_~,
DOWN
1 Had an annoylni
efect.
1 At ease.
3 Creed.
4 Socialite.
S Hlatorlc time*.
1 Small change,
7 Former Caech
leader.
1 Titled man.
9 Collection of
facta.
10 Varied.
11 Foea.
13 Oecuring farther

33
IS Relative, of
Hamburfi:
y.
1 word..
IS SmaU armed
ablp.
17 Salona.
44
I* Glean aod
Heary.
31 Petition.
[49
31 Fowl.
34 Aaaociaie. lali53
maiely (with).
»» Girl of the
M
lejoV
34 Great Jay.
37 Vehlclei.
31 City la Virginia.
39 Keyhole watcher.
40 — bud.
FIJI
. ATrrr
41 Type, of .and
i DIE i
liilli.
I E A RHP
0
43 Acid .alt..
EIRI1
LAB OIRIE nl
45 Mlnalrel man,
Mr.
INJITIQ
5
A r C H
46 Incline.
H i L 1 1 [•
■ SIEIN
49 Egyptian native.
!•][ inun
n
111;
SO Baekaller bee*.
■
l
I»1P
IN
N
S3 Iale ef __
T 1 :■« i 1 s TO
SS Experienced.

I» IDMUIIM IV«<U. M

UNFORGETTABLE
THE ACTING IS
EXTRAORDINARY

[§*»•

wnicisit m io\

PIMIIII

MAE
JOHN
WEST HUSTON
RAQUELWELCH

EVERYTHING YOU'VE
HEARD IS
TRUE...

..L.OM VIDAL'S

MYRA
BRECKINRIDGE

Mt »

PLUS A BONUS FEATURE FR1. SAT.

'■i-
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.*___,

"=«i.^T =."T^^
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Dalton Trumbos^

Johnny GotTfis Gun
Ire* N» Ml »« Mt ^..mmm. COM.'

low ..-.---• «»

SOON

"Ltfi Scare Jessica To Death r ELLIN IS
SATYRIC0N" "KOTCr "THE WALKABOUT'
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Minn 352-571

KOX-l'appiness & sapphires
go together"' Congrats'-

ANYTIME
iNVWI'ERE
POLIDAV TRAVEL
140 ,\
Mali SSMSSf

Ugly

betweenV it

S.nhnt Club '.'» Diernun T Ml
BQSt Sjiluut flub
l»-Limunt liliml leaBiM Uuuhl bv FrM t'hunnex
v.ultn»! tlub llrt't raptatn It > never tint lali (O lejrn to
..ill
HUM Kern iniM'lub SouthOym Wo.nen s Bldi! 7pm

DROP III T Wintet QiWttt
DROP IN to study Personal
and Social
Values that
ioniern
you
16 hour
independent
study
and
seminar combination l.tve in
option
Kinaneial Aid
(all
:tS3-asJi2

I'hrislunSeiemetlrB.iniljIuin b :»pin I'roul I'hjprl
rtonien > K(i rejllon ASSK ImenolUyiate \ollevbjll
b 3tl \oilhtl\ni Women SBIIIK

SPECIAL' ! lb dry cleaning
32 50 STADIUM
PLAZA
LAUNDROMAT
.2 doors
IrnmLums'

all 1:00
Film maker.
Smtist. He turns the girls on.

I'mvenity KaiatcClub 7 1 pm Korum Student Services
Ml beginners »elcome come .cc people perform Ihe
O11en11.1l \n ol Sell Iviense
1 let 111.111 Club meehng 7 9 Huer Boom Cnion
French Club 7 pm The French Club
Women s Liberation. Nov B Mon Parrison Room
Cnwn
Meeting to discuss organnalkin ol
Women s
Week
ALL INTERESTED WOMF.N WELCOME TO
ATTEND'
LOST
Black cat wearing tlea colar
in vicintlv ots Summit Dave
Thurston Apt 39 Winlhrop
Terrace North

Need a baby-sitVer"
Call
llianne 372-5174
I LOVE
KIDS
_
"'"'"
Typist
Experienced
LOST
Tan wallet contact Dissertation thesis anything
Phone Perrysburg 874-3255
Dave 353-7501 REWARD

M or K needed Winter 4
Spring low rent 1071 Varsiti
So

Pippy JIM HOB There mil be
many more lor sure
l-ove
Ash

RIDES

COLLEGE NIOPT
FOR DETAILS

WATCI1

ITnTaus Thanks lor the two
tubs and a great lime
The
ADPis
Delta Gamma Pledges
Thanks a bunch for the
Golden
Anchor --you re
lerrllic!' l.vnn and Charlie

2nd New Lecture
Synlhe.i.
ol the Thought ol Teiihard de
Chardm
b\ Rev
Robert
Wilhelm
al Ihe Newman
Center Sun Nov 7.8 pm
Admission Iree and open to
the public

RECOKOS' Oldies' 20.000 in
stock Send 35 cents lor 2.0OO
listing catalog
Mail orders
tilled Record Center 1895 W
25th Cleveland Ohio Record
tapes

IXPiaatVninHHe
Congrats Parian i Patty on
EXI KESS , til RSEU u« a your engagement-Blarer and
gullar lessons 2-1(92
Cheryl

Do eol love someone in
Cle\eland. or jusl need a ride
Experienced lypisl
thesis COMING SOON' LASALLE S
this weekend'
II so please
term papers
Days 372-2031 COLLEGE NIGPT WATCH
1 all Ken at 352 0S62
evening3520073
K0R oETA|LS
Need ride-Wisc-Thanksgiving
Dave 2 3404

-

Warn to learn Swedish
352-9224

Need ride to Cols area Sat WILL DC TYPING
Nov i Will pay call I'ealher •315
22840

Call

Adoll Playing doubles this
weekendWell miss our
tenor

FOR SALE OR RENT

know.

I F roommate needed Winter
call Debbie 352-7740
Ell Greenview 1130 a
Util pd 352-1195-2-6 pm
Female roommates needed 1
or 2 lo sublease apt Winter
Quarter.
175 a
month.
Winlhrop Terrace-call Lynn
352-5479
Furn ell 370 mo 354-2169 5 mi
N
Need male grad or sr to share
house Own turn bedroom 669-

Need male rmate for 2 man
apt Call 352-0015 3-5 pm

1

1 oil on meal coupon book
call Marilyn 2-4578
Knap Sac bike bags. 2 sizes
also lor Ihe first time in B G
a Raleigh bike Iranrhised
bicycle shop DJ Cycle Shop
2nd light norlh ol Main on W
Merry

I to 3 female roommates
needed now through spring
Rent paid through December
Call 352-6221
GREENVIEW I i. 2 brm
turn a. unfum Call between
2-tpmMon-Sal 352-1195

For Sale
G E
Deluxe
Hairdryer Worth SB will sell
lor $15 2-5492

1 lem needed lor winter or
winter & Spring 4 man apt
Winlhrop S 351-7765

FOOD
COUPONS
DISCOUNT call 371-4170

Female roommate needed to
share Greenview Apt. own
bedroom 352-70M 5 00

al

Meal coupon books
Best
otter over 320. by Wed 2-4324
Meal coupons 330 or
offer Call 372-1431

1938
Oldsmobile
good
condition 3250 call 352-7630
44 Mustang convt

Fm rmte by Nov 15 365 no
deposit 353-2721

best

call Alan

look

LadievTues
Wed & Thur PAGLIAIS NEW POURS 5
Cheeomungaeheeomungeohee
eventails 7 II
II*) weekly until 2 Sun thru Then 5 until 3 omungarheeomungactieeomu
SSt-IIM. Napoleon
Fn 1 Sal
Pacliai s 1C04 S nga'

M rmmatest-man apartment
Village Green 352-6172

MM
MEAL
COCPONS
al
DISCOUNT PRICE call 2-1014

Call 352

Thanks lor an A E Pertect
parly Saturday-it
was
LOOK" Large 12 lb wash 25
PAUNTINGLY seaulilul HELP WANTED
cenli al STADIUM PLAZA KDi
LAUNDROMAT
it doors
KIRBY salesman wanted
IromLumsi
Adoll- What goes on in your
Experience
necessary
mind'
Going to the
steadv work lor a reputable Complete
candle-making Chapel"
ethical, local employer Call supplies and molds-Modeler s
Kirov Co ol Hi. 352-9188
Mecca-116 E Court St
Now what is it-I don t

1 male to share house during
Winter vtr Near campus 353
6542

COMINliSOO.V l.ASAl-l.KS

BEYOND THE ORDINARY
custom
engagement
rings
PHILIP
MORTON
CONTEMPORARY
JEWELRY
1I2W Woosler 353-9932 Open
9-5

Pomosexual is an adjective,
"<" a noun' People interested
in talking to like-minded
persons call 352 4752 on Tues.
Wed or
Thur
evenings
between7and9

tor Sale-cheap 1967 Kurd
Katrlane great gas mi Call
Mike 371-1*03 511 Ollonhauer

m
Conlideiuial 10 Adoll
Shuflle oil to Columbus
Pave lun the M MM

i .iiiinii.l rusadetorlhri.t ; pin K.uully lounge In ion

019:30
COLOR by O* Lu.«

20'H

"

Ii

Red from BtoodtnoMIe »di N- M ike siudmi Mcdlral

COLOR BY DELUXE®

0!t.,w

31

30

mi
M

■

lliiiis,l^\ \,n 4 1«*7I

TIIESKVK^
MINUTES"

A TRUE GIANT

77

IS Escape.

■■21

■

1 IBM

26

■

10

WAiNt MAUNDER

IDY WILLIAMS

BUT MAKE IT HE DIDN'T

20

Lami
23

1

IS

;;
"

n
II

1

13

^^^ CLaSSIFIED 'wn
PI HUP LAKLY

MAKCIOVE HfOID'MAKlWAR HI DID'

■7

"

•

L ' R
A 1 1
H
N
p 1 G

MAKIANNL McANDREW
MOW-Evi.-7.15. 9 30 SAT. SUN 2:20. 4:30, 7:15, 9:30

m m™

s

4

comedian,
ef ivew »«K«
touriit town.

A BANNED BOOK, AND A TRIAL
THAT TORE A TOWN APART!

'[C-WC01OK- [R| :."■'-. ••ffli>

3

!!

VST OH4CTI RfmiT AMO MOST COMFOHT*4KI

atari or uaunr

2

12

1095 N. MAIN

Thwrtday Night It
BGSUS. BGHSNITE
IDs nee include* all
ar«o ttudvnft • $1.00

University students contributed 125 pints of blood yesterday
during the first day of the campus blood drive sponsored by
Alpha Phi Omega in conjunction with the local chapter of the
Greater Toledo Aroa Red Cross. The bloodmobile will be at the
Health Center until 3 p.m. today.

Blood
drive

For Sale 47 Sunbeam Alpine
conv call 352-7979

ONE MALE needed to sublet
apt (01 5th Call 352-5056
WINTPROP TERRACE Now
offering its Winter Quarter
closeouts on apt rentals
Phone 352-9135 lor into
Office
400 Napoleon Rd
Model apl open 9-5

(
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Passport oath
*T~ now mandatory

G/s home for holidays?

Battle casualties down
SAIGON < APl-Secretary of
Defense Melvin R. Laird met
with top U.S. officials in
Saigon yesterday to discuss
plans to send thousands of GIs
home for Christmas.
Laird said American battlefield casualties for the sevenday period ending last Saturday were the lowest at any
time since March 1965. when
U.S. forces expanded their
missions from advisory role to
include combat operations
Although Laird declined to
say how many U S soldiers
were killed in action during
the period, informants put the
loll at two

immediately after his 8 30
p.m. arrival from Washington
"Our consultations will
start this evening with
Ambassador
Ellsworth
Bunker and Gen. Creighton
Abrams.'' he told newsmen
after landing at Saigon's Tan
Son Nhut Airport
Other strategists on hand
included Adm. Thomas 1'.
Moorer. chairman of the Joint
Chiefs of Staff, who traveled
with Laird from Washington,
and Adm John S McCain Jr.,
commander of U.S. forces in
the Pacific, who flew in from
his Honolulu headquarters
Abrams is commander of all
US forces in Vietnam

namese defense minister, the
Joint General Staff and other
Saigon officials during his
three-day visit.

NIXON HAS ordered the
authorized U.S. troop ceiling
in Vietnam cut to 184.000 by
the end of this month, but
actual strength is expected to
drop to 175.000 by then.
r^PeT^Ofw^Pe^oJ^^P a^^r ^KnSp rWrnMfl
Current strength is 196.700
Nixon will make a major
Joi/meV
* '°n* '*°' ,,,*#» ou' hom '** »«»PPOrting tfM to travel with
announcement on about Nov
'
H» autumn winds. Tho toft clouds may boda ill for the
15 on his 10th troop cutback,
wanderer as tho tky-gaiort predict an oarly snowfall.
scheduled to begin Dec 1
Sources said thousands of
troops would be sent home in
time for Christmas They said
many men not scheduled for
LAIRD'S MISSION here,
rotation home until early next
which he said President Nixon
Laird said he also planned to year would have their deparFaculty
Senate and ends, according to Wayne explained thai a much more
had directed, started with confer with President Nguyen ture dates moved ahead to get
recommended Tuesday thai Johnson, secretary ol Faculty systematic
budgetary
talks
which
began Van Thieu. the South Viet- them back for Christmas
the Provost and Academic Senate
approach will be needed lo
Council study the academic
cope with the present
calendar for possible
The group heard a report financial situation
alternatives
discussing the effects of the
Art Toalston. student body
The University is required various budgets being president, distributed the
by the Ohio Board of Hegenls considered by the stale Student Body Organization's
to remain on the Quarter legislature
proposed constitution to
J. Claude Scheuennan. vice senate members, but no
system, so changes would only
Hi Edwin O. Reischauer. Hi Reischauer has worked in through Richard Bryson. affect when the year begins president for operations. action was taken
East Asian historian and the department of war and Director
of
Space
former U.S. ambassador to state, and spent a year as a Assignments Office, in the
Japan, will be the major member of the Department of Union
Participants will be charged
speaker at a one-day the Army's Cultural and
"Conference on Japan'' to be Social Science Mission to a $5 fee. which will include the
12:30 luncheon Students may
held Nov. 12 in the Dogwood Japan
Suite of the Union
PRECEDING
Dr. attend the morning and
Sponsored by the Asian Reischauer's
luncheon afternoon sessions without
Studies Program at the speech, the morning session charge, but will be asked to
University, the conference will feature a discussion pay $3 50 for the luncheon
will also feature discussions chaired by Karl E Vogt. Dean
on U.S.-Japanese trade of the College of Business
Cold Weather will soon be here - be prepared I
relations and a panel Administration
discussion of Japan's relations
In the afternoon session,
Long scarf and Hal Sels i ass I colors I reg. $7i NOW
$4.99
with her neighbors
which will begin at 2 15. Dr
Double-Knit Wool Cloche Hats ■ ireg $41
$2.79
Dr Reischauer is currently Reischauer will chair a panel
Mittens & Cloves (rag $:i 25 & $11 Ml NOW
$1.99
a professor of East Asian discussion on "Japan As Seen
Sweaters-Ireg $12 & $141
18.99 & $9.99
History
at
Harvard By Her Neighbors
The Vacuum Cleaners
Heather Pantyhose - (reg $4i
NOW$2.79
Many Makei & Models
University
He was U.S. Philippines. Taiwan. Korea
Group of Winter Sleepwear
25-Sn OFF
For Sale or Rent
ambassador to Japan from and Burma will be
1961-66
From S10
represented on the panel
Registration for the
KIHBY COMPANY OF
In addition to writing many conference may be made with
BOWLING GREEN
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WASHINGTON lAPlSecretary of State William P
Rogers has ordered that every
person applying for a passport
be required to take an oath of
allegiance, ending for the time
being at least a dispute dating
to the 1950s
Slate Department officials
acknowledged yesterday that
Rogers had decided on a mandatory oalh even though
recent Supreme Court decisions have eased restrictions
on passport applications.
The secretary's action

followed a July directive by a
federal District Court that
the department decide by Oct.
31 to either make the oath
mandatory or drop it
altogether
,
Until recent years any
American citizen applying for
a passport had to either swear
or affirm his allegiance to the
United States
However, the passport oath
came under attack in the 1960s
by the American Civil
Liberties Union and others
who said it was irrelevant.
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SAVE
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FAMOUS BRAND
SPORT SHOES
10.99 to 14.99
Regularly $14 to $20. If you re always on the
go choose from our collection of Corelli,
Lark or Connie foot fashions that are made
to feel as great as they look. Available in all
fall fashion colors.
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Vivian expects action from Shirton
By AfottM A. Vartaayl
Aiinrtaal Sporti Editor
Glen Shirton who has been
credited by hockey coach Jack
Vivian as : "...the most
outstanding defenseman
we've
ever seen"; "...a
coach's hockey player"; "...a
real student of the game";
and a
"...good pressure
hockey player", has a great
deal to live up to in his last
year on the ice.
Having an endless list of
positive credentials does not
always pin-point a winner, but
if past performance is any
reflection of what is yet to
come from Shirton, his last
year might prove to be his
best
Shirton is captain this year

of the Falcon icers and is an
ail-American candidate for
the 1971-72 hockey season.
WHEN WATCHING the 23
year-old Canadian play his
right defensive position on the
ice, it is evident that Vivian is
not exaggerating about his
hockey prodigy.
"From
a defensive
standpoint, he never gives the
puck away in his own end of
the rink," Vivian said. "In
addition, he also has a good
shot from the point and is
tremendously important to
the team as a leader."
Glen remembers playing
hockey when he was seven
years old in his home town of
Wainfleet. Ont.
"When I was 151 ended up in
Peterborough playing junior B
hockey."
recalls
Shirton

Ticket policy revised
The Athletic Department announced a new
student ticket policy for the 1971-72 home hockey
games.
Student tickets priced at 50 cents each must be
purchased in advance during the week of the
game. There will be no 50 cent student tickets
sold at the gate.
Any tickets unsold in advance will be available
at the gate for $1.50. offering general admission
to children, students and adults.
Tickets may be purchased in the Memorial
Hall Ticket Office or at the Ice Arena Skate Shop.
Both ticket outlets are open weekdays from 8
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GUn Shirlon, key right defensiva man
for th« Falcon itor», won all-Uagw*
fbll laiMH honors for two consecutive
years. Ho it an all-American candidate
and is part of coach Vivian i hope for a
defensive ice dynasty during the 197172 season.

a.m. until noon and from 1-5 p.m. The sale of 50
cent student tickets for weekend games will end
on Friday at 5 p.m.
Tickets for this weekend's Ryerson series are
now on sale. Face-off time on Friday and
Saturday is7:30p.m.
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this year if we play good
hockey."
Vivian says that the all
American candidate is a key
man on the team even though
he is the type of performer
you could never immediately
single out in an ice arena.
"He coaches the other
players on the ice while he's
out there with them." said
Vivian. "This is very
important in a game
situation." Vivian added.
Unlike some athletes,
Shirton is generally a quiet
person, often having little to
say.
"GLEN LEADS by example
instead of exerting vocal
authority."
said
Vivian.
"When he does say something
people will take him to heart.
He is the type of person who
will wait and think things
through before he'll ever say
anything."
Shirton freely admits that
he did not "know it all" when
he began playing hockey for
the Falcons his freshman
OOflOCBGDOOHB)

year. Even though he had been
playing the game since he was
seven, there was more to
learn. Where Shirton's natural
ended. Vivian's

dan Shirton
influence picked up
"I feel that the most
important aspect of hockey 1
learned from Coach Vivian is
the principle of team play.'
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"We'll have to concentrate
on defense.''
Shirton
admitted, "because we do
have some really good goal
scorers."
Whether Shirton lives up to
Vivian's expectations and his
own during his last year at
Bowling Green remains to be
seen In any case. Shirton is
sure to be a driving force
behind the Falcon icers in
their bid for NCAA honors.

BRIDE-TO-BE

UVE BAND!

OPEN NOON TO 9:30 MON. THRU SAT.
SUN. 12-5

Shirton said "The attitude of
pulling together is the
greatest asset I have gained
from Falcon hockey. When the
team wins . everybody wins."
added Shirton.
Shirton feels that the 1971-72
ice season will be tough, but
adds that the Falcons have a
fine chance at the NCAA
honors if the team's defense
can hold up

Special Gift For Th

FRI: 2-6
SAT: 4-6

ERRV SHULAK'S

5201 MONROE/TOLEDO

"From there 1 went to
Chatham,
back
to
Peterborough and then to the
London national team where I
ended my junior career,"
Shirton concluded
In past ice seasons, Vivian's
Canadian product has been
plagued with various injuries
which hampered his 100 per
cent performance in some of
the games.
"I'm hoping this year to
keep Glen healthy so he can
play 33 games this year at 100
percent." commented Vivian.
LAST SEASON Shirton
encountered wrist difficulties
while the year before he had
leg injuries. If Vivian is able
to keep his star defensive
player in good physical shape,
it seems Jhat part of Shirton's
hockey aspirations may
materialize during his last
season.
"Among my future plans.
I'd like lo see Bowling Green
win the NCAA hockey
championship." said Shirton.
• 1 [ad we have a great chance
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